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Sandberg is a Swedish design company passionate about craftsmanship. We believe in sustainability, people and that the home is the starting point 
for well-being. We design and manufacture wallpaper and accessories with a unique expression in our own factory in Ulricehamn. The love of 
craftsmanship is evident in every step, and is a crucial component in what we call Swedish wallpaper art. 
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VILLA DALARÖ 

Sandberg wallpaper welcomes spring with gorgeous patterns inspired by the natural beauty of the 
Stockholm archipelago. 

VILLA DALARÖ from Sandberg Wallpaper, is a gentle collection designed for those living in 
the countryside or for those who yearn to. Beautiful new designs and heritage patterns, offered 
in a colour palette inspired by nature. 

Our design team imagined sheer summer curtains, fluttering butterfly wings and the warm and 
lovable spring sun. The result, VILLA DALARÖ, has become a reference book of country 
wallpapers. “The wallpapers are suitable for all kinds of homes though,” says Sara Bergqvist, 
Designer at Sandberg Wallpaper. “We’ve created a mixture of classical medallion wallpapers 
and the loveliest floral patterns, all in colors close to nature and with a low key feel. Alongside 
new patterns we’ve included some of our most beloved archive prints, which we have updated 
with new colors.” 

VILLA DALARÖ was designed by Hanna Wendelbo-Hansson, Johanna Vestlin, Sara 
Bergqvist, Karolina Kroon and Studio Sandberg. 

The beautiful lifestyle images were produced by interior stylist Mari Strenghielm. Together with 
photographer Anna Malmberg, Mari created these inspiring images on location in a house dating 
from 1884 on the island of Dalarö in the Stockholm Archipelago. The young models and elegant 
cats shown in some of the pictures are real life residents of this charming home. - I had the honor 
of participating in the process from the actual drawing board to seeing the transformation of my 
house when the wallpapers where put up, says Mari. I´m so fascinated by how much a room can 
transform by changing the wallpaper. 

Designs are available in a wide selection of muted and easy to use colors and are printed on a 
non-woven substrate. All patterns are manufactured by Sandberg in Sweden using small-scale 
artisanal production. VILLA DALARÖ will be available in stores from March 15th, 2017. 

For further information, samples or images, please contact: 
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